Intended Parents Trust Medical Practitioners with; the creation of the embryo, wellbeing of the surrogate mother and the fetus, acquiring birth certificate and other legal procedures or documents, relinquishment of the baby and in certain cases tending for the babies after birth.

Medical Practitioners Trust Intended Parents with; the payment and taking the baby on birth.

Medical Practitioners Trust Surrogates with; the body and final payment. Surrogates trust Medical Practitioners with; the payment.

Surrogates Trust Medical Practitioners with; the wellbeing of the surrogate mother and the fetus during pregnancy.

Intended Parents Trust Surrogates with; caring for themselves and the child growing within.

Surrogates Trust Intended Parents with; the baby and final payment.

Intended Parents Trust Surrogates with; following the rules and providing a trusted woman who would follow the rules.

Surrogates Trust Intended Parents with; the payment and taking the baby on birth.

Medical Practitioners Trust Surrogates with; following the rules.

Surrogates Trust Medical Practitioners with; the baby and final payment.

Intended Parents Trust Medical Practitioners with; the creation of the embryo, wellbeing of the surrogate mother and the fetus, acquiring birth certificate and other legal procedures or documents, relinquishment of the baby and in certain cases tending for the babies after birth.

Medical Practitioners Trust Intended Parents with; the payment and taking the baby on birth.

Intended Parents Trust Medical Practitioners with; the creation of the embryo, wellbeing of the surrogate mother and the fetus, acquiring birth certificate and other legal procedures or documents, relinquishment of the baby and in certain cases tending for the babies after birth.

Medical Practitioners Trust Intended Parents with; the payment and taking the baby on birth.